
I Got The Power...or not



INTRODUCTION

• My project is about a wind powered electric 
generator using bottle caps and seeing how 
many volts it can produce.

• I will be building a small generator and adding 
more and more bottle caps to it and seeing 
how many volts it can produce.



RESEARCH

• the 1.5-3 Volt DC motor can only generate up to 3 volts.

• Each bottle cap weights 0.75 grams

• the Duracell AA battery is 1.5 volts

• It Takes about 1.35 volts to start heating up the 20-Watt Halogen Bulbs

• It takes 9 volts for the bulb to full light up



QUESTION

• What is the most volts a wind powered generator produce, and will it be enough to power a light bulb?



HYPOTHESIS

• I believe The wind powered generator will produce about 1.40 volts and will power the bulb.



MATERIALS
1. Glue gun

2. Alligator clips

3. 18-gauge copper Wire

4. 20-Watt Halogen Bulbs

5. toggle switch

6. DC Motor

7. rubber washers

8. Wood

9. Cardboard

10. Blow dryer



PROCEDURES
Making the wind powered generator.

1. I attached rubber washers to the motor.

2. I put the disk on top of that

3. Attach wires to the bottom of the motor

4. Glue the motor to wood frame

5. Glue wood frame to base

6. Glue bulb to new wood on the base

7. Attach one wire to the switch

8. Attach the both wires to bulbs with alligator clips

9. Attach the bottle caps to the disk making sure they are all facing the same way



TEST RESULTS

• 2 caps

• Light- nothing

• Volts-0.10

• 4 caps

• Light-nothing

• Volts-0.12

• 8 caps

• Light-nothing

• Volts-0.14



Graph



ADJUSTMENTS

• This isn't my original idea; my original idea was to use magnets instead of bottle 
caps. I was going to use a big magnet on a stand to power the tiny magnets glued 
on to the disk and make it spin like that. The magnets on the disk wouldn’t spin 
like I wanted it to and the idea just didn’t work, so I thought of using bottle caps 
instead of magnets to do the project. I don’t know why it didn’t work it could 
have been the little gaps in the disk without magnet or the bottom of the tiny 
magnets could have been interfering with it.



CONCLUSION

• My hypothesis was wrong. It did not get to even 1 volt. In my research it said that the motor could get up to 
3 volts, but I guess I wasn’t able to make the disk go fast enough. It appeared to go up 0.02 volts every time 
I doubled the number of caps, so maybe to improve the project I could have used something lighter than a 
disk and use bigger bottle caps, but this is just a tiny model and is not perfect.



Lab Notebook

• Project ideas: measure electro lights in sports drinks, use magnets to make energy, use wind to make energy, 
make infinity mirror, make voice controlled lamp.

• I'm going to make the magnets to make energy which later turns in to wind to make energy and I need to get 
all the materials which takes about 2 days.

1. I started putting everything together to make the project

2. I connected the wires to the motor and the bulb which also can connect to the voltage meter.

3. I got the big magnet to power it and make it spin.

4. The disk wasn’t spinning I tried to put the small magnets In different position's but it wasn’t working

5. I think the magnets wasn’t spinning because of the interference of the magnets on the bottom.

6. I had to change the project from magnet to wind powered

7. I changed all the magnets on the disk to bottle caps to catch the wind

8. I used a blow drier to make the wind and used the voltage meter and light bulb to see how much power it 
was producing.

9. The most power it got was only 0.14 volts with 8 caps.



RESOURCES

▪ 1.5-3 Volt DC motor

➢ https://www.amazon.com/1-5-3-Volt-DC-Hobby-Motor/dp/B01JB15C6U

▪ Duracell AA battery

➢ https://www.amazon.com/Duracell-Alkaline-Batteries-1-5v-
MN1500/dp/B008TUV1HY#:~:text=Amazon.com%3A%20Duracell%20AA%20Alkaline,(LR6)%20%3A%20Healt

h%20%26%20Household

https://www.amazon.com/1-5-3-Volt-DC-Hobby-Motor/dp/B01JB15C6U
https://www.amazon.com/Duracell-Alkaline-Batteries-1-5v-MN1500/dp/B008TUV1HY:~:text=Amazon.com%3A%20Duracell%20AA%20Alkaline,(LR6)%20%3A%20Health%20%26%20Household
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